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                    Celebrating car culture in the heart of the Motor City
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                        We're Pumping the Brakes

                        
                            Thank you, Detroit!




It’s been a privilege to unite car lovers in the heart of the Motor City at the Detroit Concours. Thanks for riding with us. While we are still working to develop what the future of the Detroit Concours may look like, we’re sad to announce that we won’t be hosting the event this year.


Detroit is a special automotive city, full of very special car lovers. Our commitment to fueling the city’s car culture remains as strong as ever. For starters: We hope you’ll join us at RADwood on September 14, 2024 at Hart Plaza to celebrate ’80s and ‘90s vehicles and the iconic music and fashion that surrounded them.


Download 2023 Detroit Concours Program
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                        Relive the excitement!

                                                    
                                Video highlights from the 2023 Detroit Concours 
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                            EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS FOR MEMBERS                        

                        
                            Hagerty Drivers Club® members are exclusively invited to save 20% on Adult tickets to both Cars & Community and the Detroit Concours d'Elegance tickets. 



Combining epic experiences and exclusive perks with access to an engaged, active community, Hagerty Drivers Club offers a deep connection to car culture, for every kind of enthusiast. 



For $70/year, members enjoy: 

- Annual subscription to the award-winning Hagerty Drivers Club magazine

- 24/7 Emergency roadside services

- Exclusive automotive discounts

- VIP perks and benefits at events

- Premium access to Hagerty Valuation Tools®

- Free classified listings on Marketplace

- And much more                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    Join now and save                                
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                            Be the first to know when tickets go on sale                        
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                            Details regarding the processing of your personal data can be found in Hagerty's Privacy Policy.                        
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            Password Requirements

            Password must have:

            	at least 8 characters long
	at least one capital letter
	at least one number


        

    


































